Herewith Moscow TV program preview for week 9-15 December as provided by 7 December edition of SEM DNEY (all times Moscow time: GMT + 2)

In addition to its normal commitments, BBC will cover and process on merit selected Central Television First Program (CTV1) and Russian Television programs that are marked for checking. CTV1 Preview for Monday, 9 December 0630 Utro 0905 Children's theater 1020 Football review 1050 Fairy tale 1100 Premiere of film from Czechoslovakia 1200 TSN 1210 Premiere of Another Czech film 1335 Cartoons 1345 TV miscellany 1430 Notebook 1435 You need thisl 1450 Exchange pilot 1500 TSN 1510 Once upon a time 1530 Don Quixote and Sancho 1635 Children's hour - French lesson 1735 "Laws of the market" -- "I want to speak Russian" - part 1 1805 Skating - 1830 TSN (in interval) 1935 Premiere of third Czech film 2100 News program Authors' TV 2320 Cycling 0000 TSN 0015 "Truth and the bonfire"

CTV1 Preview for Tuesday, 10 December 0630 Utro 0905 Music 0935 Children's hour -- French lesson 1035 Premiere of feature film 1200 TSN 1210 "Manners" -- the ABC of etiquette 1345 TV miscellany Market stalls 1445 Exchange News 1500 TSN 1510 Meeting with Academician N.M. Amosov at Ostankino 1530 Don Quixote and Sancho 1645 Cartoon 1655 Children's music club 1740 Together with the champions 1755 "Stop, enjoy the moment!" 1815 Hobbies -- keeping goldfish 1830 TSN 1845 "Project 30" 1915 Moscow-Indianapolis telebridge 1935 Premiere of feature film 2100 News Program 2135 "Everything begins here" -- marking the 170th anniversary of the birth of N.A. Nekrasov 2235 Cycling 2335 TSN 2350 Theatre Russian TV Preview for Tuesday, 10 December Central TV 0800 Gymnastics 0815 Commercial news program 1200 "The fine features of my friends", -- "Anna Andreyevna at home" 1230 "St Petersburg Mohicans" Central TV 1300 Ballet: "A month in Holland" 1415 "We remember your faces" 1510 Concert Central TV 1700 cartoons 1715 World of Animals 1800 The peasant question: live discussion by agricultural journalists 1900 "The future is prepared today" - with RSFSR deputies N.P. Medvedev and V.V. Bespalov (checking) 1915 Facets 1955 Adverts 2000 Vesti 2020 Children's program 2035 Equestrian theater 2130 Music 2155 Fifth Wheel 2255 Adverts 2300 Vesti 2320 Fifth Wheel (continued)
Reverse: entertainment program from Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk

CTV1 Preview for Wednesday, 11 December 0630 Utro 0905 Music 0950 Together with the champions 1005 "Black Swan" -- documentary film from Kishinev 1035 Feature film "Presumption of Innocence" (Lenfilm 1988) 1200 TSN 1210 What, where, when! 1320 Invitation: broadcast from Tashkent 1350 Scope, plus - 1420 Notebook 1425 Partner 1500 TSN 1510 Today and then 1540 Don Quixote and Sancho 1650 Children's hour -- English lesson 1800 Point of view -- conversion problems (checking) 1830 TSN 1845 Hobbies -- collecting toy soldiers 1900 Football -- Moscow Dynamo vs Ghent 2135 Premiere of documentary film "Two Homelands of Walter Eberts" 2215 Yalta-91 2230 All the stars -- profile of film maker Marlen Khutsiyev 2350 TSN 0005 TV about TV Russian TV Preview for Wednesday, 11 December Central TV 0800 Gymnastics 0820 German lesson 0850 German -- more advanced 0920 Key to the world market 0950 Literary 1045 Fatal signs -- documentary film 1100 Without Retouching 1200 The fine features of my friends -- part 3 1230 Capital -- TV journal Central TV 1300 Songs 1455 Don't Listen If You Don't Want To 1700 "Anxiety about our homeland" -- premiere of documentary film entitled "The Volga Flows into the Caspian" 1730 Key to the world market 1800 Badminton 1830 Parallels: Komarovo and its inhabitants -- part 2 1900 Football: Sparta Prague vs Dynamo Kiev 2000 Vesti (in interval) 2050 Children's Hour 2105 Literary -- Duerrenmatt 2150 Crime channel. "Half a century of secrets" (supplement) (checking) 2255 Adverts 2300 Vesti 2320 RSFSR Supreme Soviet Session 2350 Entertainment

CTV1 Preview for Friday, 13 December 0630 Utro 0905 Cartoon 0925 Music 1010 To 16 and above 1055 "Something for old folk" -- TV show 1200 TSN 1210 Football review 1400 Exchange News 1435 Bridge 1500 TSN 1510 Music 1540 Don Quixote 1645 Film about Riga schoolchildren visiting the U.S. 1730 Enterprise studio presents 1745 Man and Law 1830 TSN 1845 Hobbies 1900 Concert 2000 Vid presents "Field of Wonders" 2100 News program 2135 Second part of concert given by youth orchestra of the countries of the economic community 2250 Vid presents "Hit Conveyor" (pop music) TSN (in interval) 0225 tennis Russian TV Preview for Friday, 13 December Central TV 0800 Gymnastics 0815 Business Morning 0915 English lesson 0945 English lesson -- more advanced 1015 Adam Smith's World of Money 1100 K-2 presents (rpt) 1155 Top Secret (rpt) 1250 Young artists from North Ossetia Central TV 1305 Discussion by journalists on the magazine OUR HERITAGE at the House of Scientists 1350 concert 1435 Pushkin 1700 cartoon 1725 "At the parting of the ways" 1750 Adam Smith's World of Money 1830 Business woman 1900 Program for scouts 1930 "I have the honour". "...but commissars as before" 1955 Adverts 2000 Vesti 2020 Children's Hour 2035 Second Russian Revolution (BBC) (part 6) 2130 Songs 2225 RSFSR Supreme Soviet Session 2255 Adverts 2300 Vesti 2320 Jazz

CTV1 Preview for Thursday, 12 December 0630 Utro 0900 Cartoon 0910 Children's hour -- English lesson 1010 Concert 1040 Premiere of feature film "Command 33" -- Sverdlovsk film studio

(1987) -- about conscripts who acted parts in movies of the past; based on story by A.Likhanov 1200 TSN 1210 MVD Reports 1340 TV miscellany 1425 Scope, plus - 1500 TSN 1510 Premiere of documentary film "Frontline Soldiers, Wear Your
15 decorations!" 1520 Don Quixote and Sancho 1625 Children’s film 1730 Advantage – business and politics 1815 MVD Reports 1830 TSN 1845 To 16 and above 1935 "Command 33 " (see above) 2100 News program 2135 Meeting at Ostankino concert studio with writer Vladimir

16 Maksimov, editor-in-chief of Paris KONTINENT 2250 TSN 2305 Recollections about Tsfasman 0000 Football review 0030 Tennis Russian TV Preview for Thursday, 12 December Central TV 0800 Gymnastics 0820 Spanish lesson 0850 Spanish -- more advanced 0920 Health 0950 Contact forum 1020 "Revolution, power, money ..." 1040 "Anatoliy da Valentia from cordon no 8" -- TV documentary

17 (Vladivostok) 1100 House by the pure pools -- R. Bykov centre (rpt) 1230 "Ot za Ot" – revelation after revelation Central TV 1300 Folk songs 1340 Premiere of documentary film "My Roots are Here" (Ufa) -- on artist A. Lutafullin 1410 Aerobics 1440 Prokofyev 1700 Health 1730 Mental Exercises 1800 Contact Forum 1830 Under the caterpillar tracks of conversion (checking) 1900 Russian Parliamentary Herald 1915 Facets: artistic and journalistic program 1955 Adverts 2000 Vesti 2020 Children’s Hour 2035 Personalities of the cinema: Yuliya Solntseva -- the last interview 2130 RSFSR Supreme Soviet Session 2155 Fifth Wheel 2255 Adverts

18 2300 Vesti 2320 Fifth Wheel -- continued

19 LD0812133691TAKE4

20 CTV1 Preview for Saturday, 14 December 0630 Gymnastics 0700 Cartoons 0730 Businessman’s Saturday Morning 0830 TSN 0845 Community video channel 1000 Morning entertainment 1030 Program about patron of the arts and painter, Princess Tenisheva 1115 Concert 1215 Obvious but improbable 1300 Music 1330 Ecological chronicle 1345 Film about 1960s seen through eyes of a child "Man Follows the Sun" 1455 Photography 1500 TSN 1510 "Entrepreneur" -- TV club for business people 1610 UFOs -- an announced visit (part 11) 1640 Cartoon 1705 Feature film about preservation of historical monuments 1830 Cartoon 1840 Tennis 1920 Premiere of U.S. documentary "Citizen Andrey Sakharov", filmed in USSR in 1987 2100 News programme 2135 What, where, when! 2245 Theatre and TV 0015 TSN 0030 Tennis Russian TV Preview for Saturday, 14 December Central TV 0800 Gymnastics 0815 About the actor and collector L. Gorelik 0845 Concertino -- music 0910 Basketball 0940 "Feeding yourself -- the urban option" 1015 New Pygmalion 1100 Video channel "Plus 11" 1300 Talk by educationist 1400 PRAVDA corner and Yamskoye Pole: emigre writer A. Gladilin

21 visits Moscow and reflects on what he sees in conversation with critic A. Ivanova 1445 The peasant question: forest meadows 1500 From my bell tower 1515 Documentary film 1525 M-trust 1555 House by the pure pools 1725 Political department 1805 Program about Bulgakov 1855 Russian Parliamentary Herald 1910 Pozner and Donahue 2020 Children’s Hour 2035 Music 2130 Staraya Ploshchad -- The Old Square 2200 Songs 2255 Adverts 2300 Vesti 2320 K-2 presents "Paragraph" -- cultural programme 0005 Russian musical imports

22 LD0812133891TAKE6

23 CTV1 Preview for Sunday, 15th December 0800 Sports 0830 TSN 0845 Sports Lottery 0900 Up Early! 0945 In the Service of the Fatherland 1025 Morning Star 1115 Travellers’ Club 1215 Field program for peasants 1255 "Amik starts and ..." 1340 Under the sign of Pi 1500 TSN 1510 Live dialogue 1550 The New Generation Chooses 1705 Ballet 1730 Many Voices -- One World 1740
International Panorama 1810 Walt Disney presents... 1900 Cartoons 1945
Feature Film 2100 Information programme 2135 Quiz 2235 Tennis 2335 TSN
2350 Music 0015 Phoenix Russian TV Preview for Sunday, 15 December Central
TV 0800 Keep Fit 0815 International Day of Reconciliation and Concord
29 Television Marathon, including Concert, Religious Program,
30 Feature Film, Relay from Kremlin Ivanovskaya Square, Round
31 Table on International Relations, Voronezh-Baykonur television
32 bridge, Charity do, Concert, direct relay from Entrepreneurs' Conference in Alma-Ata (checking) 1955 Adverts 2000 Vesti 2020 Goodnight Children 2035 Second Russian Revolution (BBC) (endall) 08/1525z
dec
34 LDO812133991TAKE7